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COLOUR RANGE

Residence 9 is available in a wide range of colour options that can be mixed in any inside/outside 
combination.  Also in the range is a black foil (outer) and white grain (inner) profile that can also be 
used to match the effect of ‘Tudor’ style windows i.e. The outer frame of the window is made with the 
black/white foil and the sashes are manufactered with the white grain option for that traditional look.

DUAL COLOUR PROFILE

Residence 9 from Choices is a traditional 
timber look range of windows.
Manufactured from low maintenance 
PVCu with a grained wood effect finish*. 

Although aimed primarily at the heritage 
market, this window would not look out 
of place in any building due to its classic 
lines and beautiful finish. 

A combination of classic styling and 
modern materials makes this window 
ideal for timber replacement in 
conservation areas.

*Eclectic Grey is a textured finish and 
not a wood effect.

SASH JOINTS

Residence 9 sashes can be manufactured with either welded corner joints or with the more traditional 
mechanically jointed corners.

WELDED SASHES MECHANICAL SASHES
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HANDLE CHOICES

A wide range of handle options is available to choose from starting from the standard cranked handle 
to the highly decorative Pear Drop and Monkey Tail designs. 

The ‘cranked’ range offers a choice of 7 colours including: White, Black, Hardex Gold, Hardex Chrome, 
Hardex Satin, Hardex Bronze and an Antique ‘hammered’ Black. The Pear Drop is available in both 
Black and Pewter with matching operational or dummy retaining stays also available.  The Monkey Tail 
handle is available in black with a matching retaining stay and there is also a version of the Monkey 
Tail available in an Antique Black finish (no matching stay).

CRANKED HANDLES

1 - WHITE

2 - BLACK

3 - HARDEX GOLD

4 - HARDEX CHROME

5 - HARDEX BRONZE

6 - HARDEX SATIN

7 - ANTIQUE BLACK

MONKEY TAIL ANTIQUE BLACK MONKEY TAIL BLACK

PEAR DROP PEWTER PATINA PEAR DROP BLACK



10” RETAINING STAYS

Available as a functional stay or as a dummy stay complete with a peg that holds the stay to the 
sash when the window is opened or closed. These are supplied loose for fitting on site

MONKEY TAIL BLACK MONKEY TAIL BLACK

PEAR DROP PEWTER PATINA PEAR DROP BLACK

HINGE CHOICES
As well as the standard friction hinges used on 
Residence 9, there is also the option of upgrading 
to Easy Clean, Mega Trojan heavy duty and both 
functional and dummy* butt hinges.

FUNCTIONAL BUTT HINGES

Functional Butt Hinges (replaces friction stay), 
suitable for side hung sashes only.  We recommend 
using the ‘functional retaining stay’ with this option.

DUMMY BUTT HINGES

Decorative dummy butt hinges are available. We 
would recommend using the Mega Trojan with this 
option, as it keeps the butt hinge close to the frame 
(see fig 5.3).

When dummy butt hinges are used with standard 
friction stays, there is a visible gap between the 
frame and dummy butt hinge when sash is in the 
open position (see fig 5.5).

fig 5.3

fig 5.5



Residence 9 can be manufactured as 
single or double doors.  They are supplied 
fully glazed with the glass bonded to the 
sash for both strength and security.  

They are only available as open out and 
without a midrail.  

The door sashes are hung on three butt 
hinges that are available in either black 
or white.

The Master leaf is fitted with lever/lever 
handles that operate a multipoint hook 
lock.

When double doors are specified, the 
slave leaf is fitted with a concealed 
single lever lock. This operates shootbolt 
locking top and bottom.

CHOICES RESIDENCE 9 SINGLE AND DOUBLE DOORS

GASKET COLOUR & SPACER BAR

GASKET COLOUR

As standard, all glazing gaskets are black with 
the exception of single colour white grain foil, 
with this option the inner sash seal and glazing 
gaskets will be supplied in white and the outer 
sash seal supplied in black.

SPACER BAR

As standard, Residence 9 is supplied with black 
spacer bar with the exception of products 
manufactured in single colour white grain foil 
which has the white spacer bar as standard.

Residence 9 single or double doors
Open out full height glazing only


